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       That's why your middle finger close to your ring, coz it's either love or
hate there ain't no in-between 
~Mike Stud

Don't lose your happiness on the pursuit for more 
~Mike Stud

Young, wild, and free, my whole life ahead of me. So I'm drinking
heavily, steadily making memories. 
~Mike Stud

My music is basically all about witty punchlines and lyric progression
that is aimed to make you laugh or say "Woah." 
~Mike Stud

I don't think we could have given a more honest version of ourselves to
the world than we did for ["This Is Mike Stud"]. 
~Mike Stud

I basically try not to waste any lines in any of my songs, and I think the
witty phrases and funny lyrics I have bring a smarter sound to college
hip-hop. 
~Mike Stud

With this project ["This Is Mike Stud"] in general, I tried to put my life on
record. All of these things I'm going through right now, I used to dream
about and didn't think could ever happen to me. 
~Mike Stud

As I have continued to make music and progress as an artist, I think I
am steadily getting better at expanding my lyrical content and defining
who I am as an artist. 
~Mike Stud
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Songs will always become a story in some way. I think it's my
strongpoint as a writer musically. I don't shy away from it. It's not really
an effort. It's how I write songs. 
~Mike Stud

I think there's a certain stigma that comes with being a white rapper
and having a show. 
~Mike Stud

A lot of these "reality shows" do a lot of producing scenes and
producing things and drama and all that but we did the deal contingent
that we wouldn't do that. 
~Mike Stud

My music started out as a complete joke, so really all I was doing was
going for witty punchlines to make all of my buddies laugh. 
~Mike Stud

This show ["This Is Mike Stud"] will have a ton of layers that people who
aren't necessarily my demographic will actually really appreciate...I'm
really proud. 
~Mike Stud

I didn't have musical upbringing. I never listened to music growing up,
thinking "I want to make my own music". I just listened to music for
pleasure. 
~Mike Stud
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